Group 5

**Synonym Substitution**

*Identify the choice that most closely matches the italicized word or phrase below.*

1. The board will adopt the plan that is most possible or likely (______________________________) to boost revenues.

2. Aurora Borealis, or the Northern Lights, are a celestial wonder (______________________________) that I have always wanted to witness.

3. Witnessing others’ charitable acts always propels (______________________________) me to commit some of my own.

4. A judge’s decision should never be determined by chance (______________________________), but instead should be based on reason and evidence.

5. If her symptoms come back (______________________________), Jo will need visit the doctor for more tests.

6. The overcast skies and rumblings in the distance signaled that inclement weather would be happening soon (______________________________).

7. My aunt’s visits always occurred at occasional (______________________________) rather than regular intervals; thus, I never knew when to expect her.

8. Greg never took impromptu (______________________________) vacations; he planned all of his trips well in advance.

9. This beach is my favorite since the water here is as blue (______________________________) as the sky.

10. Betty’s continual (______________________________) complaints annoyed her friends; nothing could please her.